
Committee Input No. 93-NFPA 1221-2016 [ Section No. 1.1.1 ]

1.1.1

This standard shall cover the installation, performance, operation, and maintenance of public emergency
services communications systems and facilities , facilities and public access to Enhanced 9-1-1 Systems .
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 The Technical Committee wants to add "public access to Enhanced 9-1-1 Systems" to their
committee scope to ensure the public has the ability to report events.
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Committee Input No. 59-NFPA 1221-2016 [ New Section after 13.1 ]

The ICT plan shall include the following:

(1)  The AHJ shall implement at least the first four recommendations of the SANS Critical Security
Controls.

(2)  AHJ shall implement bi-annual user training to avoid phishing and social engineering attacks (stop-
think-click, etc.)

(3)  AHJ shall have a policy on use of public safety computers for public or private internet email and
general Internet surfing

(4)  AHJ shall have a policy on the use of wired and wireless removable media.

(5)  AHJ shall have a policy on the use of computer games or personal pictures on PS computers

(6)  AHJ shall have a policy on use and dangers of geo-coded pictures

(7)  AHJ shall a policy on use and dangers of GPS location coordinates of PS ERUs sent over
unencrypted communication paths

(8)  AHJ shall have a software patch policy.

(9)  AHJ shall have a policy for bringing your own device (BYOD)

(10)  A 13.X.X  Annex material to suggest moving to 2 factor authentication for PSAP telecommunicators at
their station or one factor and a token

(11)  AHJ shall adhere to Federal HIPPA regulations for EMS

(12)  AHJ shall have a password policy which shall include the changing default passwords on all the PS
systems,

(13)  ANNEX 13.X.X.  The AHJ password policy should include the frequency password chages
every 3 months, strong passwords only to be used of at least 14 characters including some
numbers and special characters, no PWs stored on sticky notes on keyboards, no sharing of
PWs, PWs must be unique to the PS computer, etc.

(14)  ANNEX 13.x.x.  AHJ should consider the vulnerability testing (penetration) at least annually

(15)  ANNEX 13.x.x  AHJ should consider active system monitoring for cyber intrusion be done.

(16)  AHJ shall a policy of periodic backup and recovery of data records.

(17)  AHJ shall have a policy on protecting against and mitigation of ransom attacks.

(18)  ACCEPT Annex 13.X  Agencies can find additional cyber security material including: APCO Cyber
Security document, NENA, IACP, and SANS.

(19)  If the AHJ stores mission critical data in the cloud, the AHJ shall have a policy thereof.

(20)  If the AHJ stores mission critical software applications (App) in the cloud, the AHJ shall have a policy
thereof.

(21) ANNEX 13.1.X There are pro’s and con’s in reliance in storing mission critical data or software
applications in the cloud.  To include loss of connectivity to the cloud, data loss, or corruption.

(22)  ADDRESSED IN PI 138  .Chapter 13’s title of Data Security seems a bit limiting.  Perhaps we change
the title of Chapter 13 to be “System Security”?  Data security is one element of an overall security plan
for protection of a customer’s system.  It has implications of sensitive material at rest or in transit but
doesn’t convey other aspects of a system security program.  Can we consider changing the name? 

(23)  ACCEPTED to ANNEX 13.X.  X The NIST document Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure
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Cybersecurity (Version 1.0, February 12, 2014) should probably replace the reference in E2.2 (1), as it
is no longer a preliminary framework, but a published one.

(24)  REJECTED UNTIL NEXT CYCLE  In our opinion, the NIST document does a pretty good job of lying
out at a high level how agencies should approach the security of their system.  The five categories of
Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond and Recover are a comprehensive outline for how agencies should
evaluate and protect their communications systems.  To that end, when you read through the current
Chapter 13, one can categorize the different sections in this Chapter into one of the five elements of the
NIST framework.  I see it as follows:

13.1.2 (policy statement) = identify/plan

13.1.3 (assignment of responsibilities) = identify/plan

13.1.4 (training) = identify/plan

13.1.5 (control physical access) = protect

13.1.6 (control network access) = protect

13.1.7 (computer security) = protect

13.1.8 (patch management) = protect

13.1.9 (disaster recovery) = recover

13.1.10 (logging) = respond

13.1.11 (vulnerability management) = identify

13.1.12 (monitoring) = detect

When you look at these 12 sections, you get a sense that the 1221 document stresses the
importance of identifying and planning, which is good, and there is certainly the emphasis
on protection, but maybe a little more can be mentioned regarding identifying and
responding to a security breach of some sort?  As a dispatch center manager/fire chief,
etc., I probably don’t know the first thing about how to respond in real time to someone that
might be launching a cyber attack on a radio system or a computer network that hosts the
dispatch consoles or CAD application or 911 call taking applications of a dispatch center, or
a ransom attack, or a denial of service attack.  When that unfortunate thing happens, what
to do?  Who to call?  Do we want to offer a bit more information as to where to turn when/if
something like this happens?

U. REJECT. INDUSTRY CANNOT PROVIDE SUCH ASSURANCES. ALSO SEE
RESPONSE TO PI139. Do we want to add a section in 1221 making a recommendation to
agencies that purchase hardware, software or interface connections (think alarm system
operators having a connection to the dispatch center) from vendors request from those
vendors certification or other proof that their hardware, software or interface is protected
from outside attacks?  I’m thinking software application providers in particular who can be
especially vulnerable and behind the curve as to the protections they put in place against
outside attacks.  Should the agencies should ask for assurance up-front that the stuff they
are buying has some level of protection?

V.  ACCEPT BUT PUT IN ANNEX A13.1.X MATERIAL. Agencies should ask vendors for
information regarding their data security mechanisms which apply, but are limited to:

Radio network/dispatch consoles/paging/CAD

Alarm reporting systems (e.g. private like ADT, or public like schools, public buildings, etc.)

WiFi networks inside fire stations, etc. that are tied back into the dispatch center network

Fire Station Alerting applications

Video Surveillance networks and applications

Generator/UPS power sources with network connections

Others….

W.  ACCEPT ALREADY COVERED IN POLICY OF REMOVABLE MEDIA Another area of
attack that is popular is an attacker leaving a USB thumb drive at a Starbucks or other
public area and then an unsuspecting person picks it up and plugs it into their computer to
snoop as to what is on the drive and then a virus attack or other malware is launched into
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the computer/network. Dispatch centers should have thumb drive or other media scanning
tools in place at dispatch centers, fire stations, etc. Should we mention/suggest that?

X.  ACCEPT But in ANNEX MATERIALA..13.1.X Agencies should be aware of the fact that
the cyber-attacks and other types of security breaches is a constantly-evolving
environment.  The ability for a fire department or dispatching agency to keep abreast of the
latest forms of attack can be overwhelming.  As such, agencies should strongly consider
employing the services of a security consultant to assist in addressing all the areas of
concern listed here in 1221. 

Y.  ACCEPT FOR ANNEX MATERIAL Where we list references. Looking through the
guidance documents for something like requirements for: personnel components,
facility/building components, monitoring, etc.  Guidelines he sent were Safecom/NSCWIC
Cyber Panel Discussion, IAB Cyber Center, and 12/2013 IAB Cyberspace Security
Continuum.

Z.  ACCEPT, ALREADY COVERED IN THE REFERENCES IN THE ANNEX MATERIAL.
Need to add references to NG911 cyber security in the NENA standards.

AA.  AHJ shall have a policy for using public wi-fi connections, to include the use of virtual
private network (VPN) on such wi-fi connections.

A13.1.X It is common for public safety vehicles to use public wi-fi, which can be a
vulnerability to public safety communications network.

END of UPDATE
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